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Hand hygiene (HH) is a fundamental component of any successful infection prevention and control program. Healthcare professionals and the public now accept the performance of HH before and after patient contact as an essential and expected behavior. Despite this broad acceptance of the importance of performing HH, compliance rates among healthcare professionals remain unacceptably low [1, 2]. Some might argue that these published rates are artificially low because of the small sampling of actual opportunities. Others may contend that the published rates are artificially high because of imperfect observation methodologies. Both are probably correct.

Direct observation of healthcare workers (HCW) interacting with patients and the environment continues to be considered the gold standard for assessing HH compliance [3]. Multiple challenges exist with this methodology. First, the investment in human capital all but ensures that undersampling will occur. As shown by Fries and colleagues, a 60-minute observation period captured only 0.5%–1.7% of the average total number of opportunities per day [4]. Observations are also generally limited to work shifts when a full complement of personnel is available for administrative tasks (ie, daytime). Further, the direct observation strategy for measuring HH compliance has long been limited by the "Hawthorne effect," which refers to a change in behavior that results from the direct visualization of activities. Anecdotally, virtually every healthcare epidemiologist can almost certainly retell a conversation in which an HCW recounted performing HH only when observers were present and conducting compliance audits. Though many organizations attempt to mitigate this effect by using unknown, nonstaff, volunteer, or other types of "secret" observers, over time most individuals working in patient care units will be able to determine the purpose of any person not usually identified as being part of the patient care environment.

Implementation of electronic monitoring systems that would mitigate the shortcomings of direct observations has generated interest. These systems not only have the advantage of gathering many more observations while potentially eliminating the Hawthorne effect but also have the additional potential of providing more accurate data on how HCWs interact with patients and the environment. Data obtained in a nonobtrusive manner are also likely to be more reliable because they are a more accurate reflection of true HH opportunities and compliance.

This is why the study in this issue of the Journal of Infectious Diseases by Hornbeck et al is of interest. The authors have designed an experiment to examine the impact that different HCWs have on the spread of healthcare–associated infections (HAIs). As the authors note, the current standard for evaluating HH compliance with direct observation assumes that all HCWs are the same, this is, that each HCW has the same opportunity to spread an infection. With most mathematical models of the effects of HH, however, a random mixing effect is assumed [5]. This assumption leads to interpretation errors on the impact of various HCWs due to diluting the effect that more highly mobile HCWs (ie, peripatetic HCWs) may have on the spread of HAIs. Given that it is largely assumed that some HCWs have a greater number and a greater variety of opportunities to spread infections in the hospital, a random effects model may not tell us what we need to know. Hence, HCWs who are more mobile and interactive (ie, peripatetic) would seem to be more likely to spread an infection due to the greater number of opportunities they have to contact patients and the environment.

The authors should be applauded for undertaking a novel and interesting study design to attempt to understand the effects of the peripatetic HCW, using mathematical modeling in an actual HCW population. In this study, HCWs in the medical intensive care unit were randomly assigned to wear a small electronic recording device (a mote) during their shifts. In addition, fixed motes (receivers) were placed inside and outside.
all patient rooms. This network of receivers could then record the movements of the HCWs wearing the motes by noting the signal strength and duration of proximity to the receivers. Using bed occupancy data, the authors were then able to use the receiver and mote data to identify HH opportunities for the different categories of HCWs.

The authors established their model by simulating the spread of pathogens that are spread by direct contact [6]. First, the authors used varying parameters of transmissibility and effectiveness of HH with either soap and water or alcohol rub. Considering predefined HH compliance rates of low (25%), medium (50%), and high (75%), the authors then simulated the spread of pathogens based on data obtained from the actual patterns of HCWs wearing the motes. By replaying HCW–HCW and HCW–patient interactions using a proprietary agent-based discrete-event simulator, the authors were able to simulate the impact that the peripatetic HCW had on infection transmission. Replaying simulations among the various scenarios of HCW HH compliance yielded some very interesting results.

The authors demonstrate that HCWs who are most connected (ie, peripatetic) are indeed more likely to spread infection, given the assumptions of HH compliance of 50% and alcohol hand rub effectiveness of 83% with varying levels of environmental contamination. Figures 2 and 4 of their article provide the most notable findings. Specifically, when the 2 most connected HCWs are not compliant with HH, the infection counts are higher, even with a low probability of transmission. Lately, there has been renewed interest in determining the role of environmental contamination in the transmission of infections. Figure 4 demonstrates that when the environment is contaminated, the infection count is appreciably greater, even among those HCWs who are most compliant with HH. This effect is compounded with the peripatetic HCW, but the difference between the most and least connected HCWs is less substantial when environmental contamination is present.

Though the current study demonstrates some interesting results, it is not without limitations. Principally, this is a mathematical modeling study with fixed assumptions for HH compliance, HH product effectiveness, and the contribution of environmental contamination on transmission of infection. That HCW–patient interactions are based on actual data obtained on HCW movements enhances this modeling study. The opportunity for HH was defined as an in-room dwell time of 30 seconds. Given that patients in intensive care units (ICUs) are not usually mobile, this methodology is generally applicable to critically ill patients. However, the ability to generalize these findings to non-ICU patients is limited, given the greater mobility and out-of-room time that is likely with this patient population. Further, simply being present in the room of a patient is not necessarily an opportunity for HH because HCWs may simply be standing and talking with patients or visitors. Additionally, the authors use a proprietary system for electronic monitoring and analysis. Most institutions would have difficulty operationalizing a similar system in order to determine more accurate HH compliance. Such costs are undoubtedly prohibitive, especially given current economic challenges facing healthcare institutions.

The data presented here support the proposition that not all HCWs are the same with regard to their roles in the transmission of infection. But how should such data be used? There are clear unintended consequences of electronic surveillance data that can be traced to an individual HCW. Ellingson et al [7] reviewed HCW’s perceptions of HH monitoring technology through focus groups at the same institution as that of Hornbeck et al’s study, revealing that only 45% of HCWs were even aware of the monitoring technology. HCWs also expressed only moderate comfort with the use of such technology. However, electronic monitoring technology not only allows for a more accurate assessment of HH compliance but also allows for direct and individual performance accountability, provided that the data are accurate. It is interesting to note that Ellingson et al were able to solicit comments regarding “Big Brother” and HCW’s feelings that HH monitoring technology made them feel untrustworthy. As a profession, however, we must accept the responsibility of regulating ourselves. If the performance of HH in any organization is at acceptable levels, and if individual healthcare professionals adhere to a standard of conduct expected not only by patients but also by our profession, then there should be no objection to monitoring compliance through the use of technologies described by Hornbeck et al. Similar to how we have come to expect and demand transparency among our elected officials, I submit that the trust that patients place in their healthcare team to “first do no harm” demands both transparency and accountability. Implementation of reliable systems that inform with greater accuracy about who is and who is not adhering to fundamental aspects of safe patient care is a hallmark of being part of a profession. The time has come to move forward and hold ourselves accountable. Though these are difficult decisions we make as a profession, we may find support in the Oath of Maimonides: “Grant me the strength, time and opportunity always to correct what I have acquired, always to extend its domain; for knowledge is immense and the spirit of man can extend indefinitely to enrich itself daily with new requirements.” Therefore, we must use what we learn from science and data to “watch over the life and health of thy creatures.”
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